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ABSTRACT

Calculation of shielding thickness should be compared with
experimental' data obtained with various detectors . Such data are
presented for two accelerators. For the relatively well-shielded
synchrocyclotron, emphasis is given to data which show how neutrons
are attenuated in the primary shield and the composition of the remain
ing radiation field in areas dose to the accelerator. For the Bevatron,
which lacks a complete roof shield; data are given which show the
distance dependence and the attenuation in concrete of neutrons that
leave the machine in an upward direction.
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1. Introduction

The duties of the Health Physics Department at the Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory include estimating shielding thicknesses arid
measuring the effectiveness of different shielding materials. Also
included in our duties are radiation surveys in the immediate vicinity
of accelerators for the protection of employees, and along the bounda:des
of the Laboratory. These boundary surveys are necessary because we
must comply with AEC regulations concerning nonoccupational exposures.
This paper deals with three aspects of these responsibilities.

First, I will outline a simple bu.t useful calculation of fast
neutron attenuation. in ordinary concrete. LiLy purpose in this is to show
that, at least in some situations, more so)?histicatcd ways of calculat
ing shielding effectiveness, su.ch as the Monte Carlo method, are not
necessary. Secondly, I will briefly describe e:?:po:drncnts that measured
the attenuation of high-energy neutrons from the cyclotron and Bevatron
in concrete and show how these meaSU:l.'el-nellts agre~ with the above
calculation. Finally, I wish to rnake son'1e ver'y general ren'1arks about
the composition of the radiation field outside the accelerator shields.

The data presented and the ideas expressed are the work of
many individuals, collected over a period of years. Because Health
Physics radiation surveys and attenuation measurements generally
have a lovver priority thmi the experirLlental physics prograrn, we have
done most of this work with little or no cOntrol over accelerator opera
tion, and it has taken a long time to collect this infor;11'!ation.

-,,\,."

II. Calculation of :Neuiron Attenuation in
Ordinary Concrete

The simplest way to use the available data in regard to eros s
section and concrete composition is with the equation

I =10 exp( -NO" at),
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\vhore N = atontlS/ em
3

of ve,::dOU3 kinds in the concrete available
at Berkeley. N of course if, affected fJtrongly by changes in
\vater content and the source of the aggregate used. Table I gives
tho relative abundance of the diffe!'(;rt').t constituents of Berkeley
concrete .

0 'il. 73
FI

,
7 3.t .

Si ), . 57
Ca el. 2:6
Al o. 17
Fe O. 053
·Na It", U2H~../
K Co 02.8
Mg O. 01 3

The 0" is the attenuation CX"O~EJ i.:.iection 0;:' that fraction of the
total closs section (0" tot) ,//::.:·ic·: .'.c, dfective in removing a neutron
during its passage thJ.' e. eLch. At energies near 1 1:Jlev
we h2:1C' ,:.:.-bitrarily l:1'1ade c; .,,~ to O' tot. and at energies greater
th"n I!:O '.jrev v.Je h')ve 'r,··'" .'~f' cr oQ,ual to the inelastic croSS section,._L;.. _ - ~ J,'i... __ i;".U . .... ... .Ii ...... ""•• - ':':;' _

or one-half the total crosu ;J,;:;ctic,H):, thus at

1 Mev tl ::: 1-.;"
v tot'G4.

5 lViev (f ::: f'~ 65 cra t, ~ . tott

I 4 lYfev (Y a ::: I) 5S () tot,

?: 1 50 Mev IS ::: (i 5'0 C" tot·a

An interesting consequence of tb.ic ai:}{:JI'oach is that N(f a
of me:dt for the efficacy of cd_ch '::J.G!:rlcn.t in the concrete.
111''17'"'''' '\roo -for <-he irnnCll't"",(- 01.()):T.,en'ts at "'h'!'"0e ener9:.-.ies.~ ,,"-'.... .::. . a .L'" --"'Ii: ..... •..... <1..:..... \.f ... - ....... "-""

is a figure
Table II
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Table Ii. Ncr lor v;3_:dous elements (X 10- 2).
========2.===

1 ;t\1ev J.4,1:\i1ev 270 Mev---...,....--

0 16 i~~w 4 0.89

H 7.8 0.64 0.026

8i 4.7 1.7 0.41

Ca 0.78 0.33 0.10

Ai O. 51 0.16 0.05

1"18 0.16 0.045 0.028

--~..-.- -~ ""!-:::--=-""=

The data in the table emphasize the impo:.rtance of the heavier
elements at high energies and of bydrog'cn at low energy.

Upon sun1ming No' a for an the elements at each energy and
solving for the value 01 1: to give a 50 % reductions we calculate the
points shown in Fig. 1. Notice that the h':'Llf-value thicknesses
measured at the cyclotron at 90 a.;:l.;~l 270 :~,1ev agree with those
calculated. An.other experhr.H;~nt at the Bevatron gave us the point
plotted at 4. 5 Gev. It must be emphasized that these data, both
calculated and measureds apply only to thick shields and poor-geometry
situations.

III. ~AeCt.surelTl(~?lt;J of .PlttG~(J.tlation. il~

An e~{tensive series of rneaL,U.?:E.n-'£1ents 'Nas lnade in the
forward direction from a c'yclotron ta.l",;rc;t at two neutron enerr!ies,

"l.,.J .....-

-90 and 270 1.1ev. The measurements W12:1:e made with ion chambers,
films BF3 counters, bismuth fis,sian cha.:rnbers, and carbon discs.
Tho aH-en"""i'l'OP m,e-""'u,?,pd \,,';<.1., ,-hI'" ';0" i·'·h-!·,..,~be'~'" fi1r.n an0.' B1-i',.,10:;,; (".., \.,-~(;;i...t..ll. au .... _, 'V .... l.o,l._ .... _ .......... _ L"" ......._O"~_J, . .:vi-" ol'- t - __ ::;

counters agreed in every case VJ1th the n'1easurements made with
the high-energy J?eutron detectors, thus indicating that high-energy
neutrons a.re the controlling component in Ute radiation field in
question. 1v1any other measurements w,?'re rnade' in various holes
and cracks which penetrate the concrete shield. Generally these
agreed with the above measurernents, but in 801'1.1e cases uncertain
ties in regard to average neutron energy and source location made
interpretation difficult. However, when data were taken at locations
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nearly in the 0° direction from a well-defined target the average
neutron energy was well known. and inverse-square and obliquity
corrections could be made with confidence. An example of high
energy neutron attenuation through tj:16 shield is given in Fig. 2.
These data were obtained with 350-Mev protons striking a Be
target on the ~ain probe, thus giving in the forward direction
neutrons of 270 Mev average energy. The detectors were Ilford G-2
emulsions exposed simultaneously. Only stars formed by neutrons
and having three or more prongs were counted. The exposure time
was about 30 minutes. The data show first a transition region up to
about 4 feet of ·concrete and then e:;q?onentlal absorption with a hal£
value thickness of about 18 in. Other detectors gave similar results.

Many radiation surveys have been made in the area near the
cyclotron immediately outside the shield. However, the ro·of is thin
(4 feet of concrete va 15 feet foJ:' the wa.lls) and there are wall areas
w'here 8ihidding is pu.rposely th:m or absent. Therefore the relation
of the radiation field to neutron production in the cyclotron and
subsequent2.ttenuation of these l13utrc:nG in the shield is not simple .
Under present operating conditions, when 1 fJ.a of protons is acceler
ated to 730 Mev, we find that the :fast neutron flux in the building
varies between 10 and 2.50 neutrons I cn,2 sec. In special locations,
such as immediately outside the wall of the physics cave, the flux
of neutrons of energies greater them 50 Mev, as measured with a
bismuth fission chamber, is approximately equal to the £lux of
secondary neutrons penetra.ting the r:Jhield. The av:erage neutron
energy, as measured with polyethylene=lined and moderated BF3
proportional counters, usuai.i.y lie~i Letween 0.5 and 10 l\1ev.
:tvleasurmuents made with tissue-equivalent ion chambers give
0.5 to 10 mr/hr. These levels rneE'Sl that no p~rmanent occupancy
of the building can be allow l8t!, cenci in fact the cyclotron control room

.and the operating crew are h01..wed in an.other building Gome distance
away. In addition, access to ce)~tain ,u:cas such as the overhead crane
and the floor of the building iml;;)edia'i:ely outside the physics cave is
severely limited, or denied undor ce:ctain operating conditions.

IV. Measurenlcnt of .Attenuation in Concrete
of Bevatron X\'eutl.·olJ.s

Because of the shape of the Bevatron,magnet, and the
pressure of the experimental p,hysics program, it is difficult to
rnake measurements of the sort xr:.ade at the cyclotron. The magnet
shape prevents placing counters directly ahead of a target without
interference by the magnet steel; and t.he high priority of the experi
mental program has made th'lle for the Health Physics work in effect
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nonavaHable. However, on'3 ()~i:ne:dmen.twas done at 120 from the, .
forward direction by u.sing bisn:mth fission chambers as both
monitor and detector. To save tixne, 2-ft-thick concrete blocks
were used, and consequemHy, £in-.: details of the attenuation process
were not observed. The ;;;·eS'i~.lt of the expedment is plotted as the
top point on Fig. L However. m,ving to th.e 12° angle and some
interference by the magnet support, the neutron energy is somewhat
in question.

Since the Bevatron ha.s an. incomplete roof shield, and since
the top of the Bevatron is in the line of vision from many Laboratory
buildings and from the surrounding residential area, we have had
to measure the distance dependence and the intensity of the radiation
out to about 15QO ft. We have used moderated BF3 counters, poly
ethylene-lined counters, b:i.sm'1'i,~h fiF.lsion chan.bers, and plastic-walled
ion chambers. We find that m~d~r constant operating conditions the
distance dependence of the :ra,di,;~tion Geen by these detector:;; follows
the inverse- square law very dosely between 300 and 1200 ft. Typical
data taken with cadmium-parafHn-indium foil detectors are shown in
Fig. 3. An inverse-squ.are slope is drawn for reference.

We have also made a Geriei~l of measurements of attenuation
in concrete at diHerent distances a.nd directions in the following
manner. Identkal rnoderated BF"'.:l counters were used as the detector

-'

and monitor, with polyethylene-lined counters in conjunction to
rn.easure energy.flu:;!:. The detectors were placed in a hollo'w concrete:;
cube with walls 3 it thick whilt;l th'3 r.nonit01"6 v,Jere placed in a nearby
trailer. The one open face of t.he cube was pointed toward the
Bevatron and as incre:rnental t:l:i.ck,nE:'"if3es of concrete blocks were
added to the open £ace~ det(;(2tor / monitor 1'ati08 were taken. These
data are shown in Fig. 4. We interpret the zero-thickness l'atio of
0.5 as the effect of the five thick concrete 'VvaUs on the detector.
~A.srnight be expected, tht;::: f,lope of the attenuation. curves shows that

the average neutron energy i,; highest iD, the fonvard direction, and
the measured half-thickno8sec::: :)i 13 to 18 In.. are consistent with
our understanding of the atter,uation process for neutrons of these
energies. With the l3F.'3 and pGlyethyl.;>ue-lined counters we also
found that the average neutron energy :increased with distance, being
about 0, 5 Mev at 300 ft and 1. 5 to 2. Iv:ev at 1500 ft.

~XT'nQn '-he ·P'e-·'1""'~···u-l·' ;, ,;, O'j-jc>'''''''''i'"1a ""1'0 o~ '4, Pe-v ",,",(3 2 X' lOllVV ......... l1....... ~ 'I1.~'iJ.L .• ,~.... .: "'-" .... "",.ll.."'{:,)'b ~'t., ll.,l ~ (;t.Al. ,l.

protonE~1 pulse, we estimate c,n integrated exposure at the inhabited
project bou.l1dary of about O. :5 nm1 in a year. Fast neutrons between
50 kv and:W Mev contribute 80~'~ of this exposure. Neutrons of
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energy grea.terthan 50 Mev. SJ.OVll neutrons, and gamma rays
contribute a few percent each. Since this exposure is the maximum
permitted by the AEC. a cOl'1.1p10te roof shield is being installed
simultaneously with the prograxn prer.:;ently unde:!.·way to increase
the Bevatron beam current by a f2~I:::tor ojr 50 to 100 .
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Fig. I .. Attenuation of neutX'ono in ordinary concrete. At 90 and
270 Mev, r,neasureJ:nents ,,v'ere rnacle at the cyclotron. At
4. 5 Gev the measurernent was made at the Bevatron.
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Fig. 2. Attenuation of star pr'oducing neutrons measured
through the cyclotron shielding,
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indium detectors at cLiffcrent dista.nces :from the

Beva.tron.
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Fig. 4. Attenuation in ordinary concrete of neutrons at
different d.istances and directions from a Bevatron
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